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Abstract
The atomic lensing model has been proposed as a promising method facilitating atom-counting in heterogeneous nanocrystals [1].
Here, image simulations will validate the model, which describes dynamical diffraction as a superposition of individual atoms
focussing the incident electrons. It will be demonstrated that the model is reliable in the annular dark field regime for crystals
having columns containing dozens of atoms. By using the principles of statistical detection theory, it will be shown that this model
gives new opportunities for detecting compositional differences.
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1. Introduction
The exact three-dimensional (3D) atomic structure deter-
mines the properties of nanomaterials, making it essential to
develop methods which are capable of characterising nanoma-
terials in 3D at the atomic scale. A popular characterisation
technique is annular dark field (ADF) scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) because it provides structural im-
ages with sub-ångstro¨m resolution [2, 3]. The image intensities
in these (partially) incoherent images are sensitive to both the
thickness and the atomic number Z [4, 5], making them suit-
able to count the number of atoms in homogeneous nanocrys-
tals [6, 7]. These counting results enable one to retrieve the 3D
atomic structure [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. For heterogeneous nanocrys-
tals, the dependency of the image intensities on the atomic num-
ber Z may be used to detect dopant atoms [13, 14] or determine
the chemical concentration per atomic column [15, 16, 17, 18].
The new atomic lensing model has been proposed to facilitate
the expansion of the atom-counting technique from homoge-
neous to heterogeneous materials [1]. In this manuscript, first
the validity and applicability of the atomic lensing model is
evaluated. Then, the possibilities and limitations for count-
ing atoms and retrieving 3D structural information of hetero-
geneous nanocrystals from STEM images will be investigated.
In order to count the number of atoms, the so-called scat-
tering cross-section has proven to be a successful image met-
ric [7, 8, 11, 16, 17, 19]. It outperforms peak intensities and
performs almost equally well as compared to a pixel-by-pixel
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analysis of the STEM image [20]. Another advantage of this
image metric is its robustness to probe parameters such as de-
focus, source coherence, convergence angle, and aberrations for
well-separated columns [19, 21]. For counting atoms in homo-
geneous nanomaterials, one can use the monotonic increase of
the scattering cross-sections with thickness. For heterogeneous
materials, the atom-counting procedure is more complex since
image intensities depend on thickness and the atomic number
Z [13, 14, 17]. Furthermore, the 3D arrangement of atoms in
a column also affects the scattering cross-section, as demon-
strated in Fig. 1(a). To quantify these materials, a method is
required that can recognise each possible 3D arrangement of
atoms in a column. Therefore, the atomic lensing model is de-
veloped, which models dynamical diffraction as a superposition
of individual atoms focussing the incident electrons [1]. In this
manner, scattering cross-sections of mixed columns can be pre-
dicted by using image simulations of pure columns. Then, the
number of atoms can be estimated by comparing directly the
predicted scattering cross-sections to calibrated experimentally
measured values [1, 6, 15]. Hence, the atomic lensing model
provides new opportunities to analyse heterogeneous nanoma-
terials at the atomic level.
By using the principles of statistical detection theory, the pos-
sibilities and limitations when analysing STEM images can be
evaluated [22, 23, 24]. Here, discrete estimation problems, such
as counting the number of atoms, are approached as a statistical
hypothesis test [20, 25]. For heterogeneous materials, each hy-
pothesis corresponds to a possible 3D arrangement of atoms in a
column. Statistical detection theory enables one to calculate the
probability to choose the wrong hypothesis, the so-called prob-
ability of error. In order to compute this probability of error,
realistic simulations which describe the experimental images
and knowledge about the statistics of the image pixel values
are required. In electron microscopy, it is reasonable to assume
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that the image pixel values are ultimately Poisson distributed
because of the unavoidable presence of electron counting noise
[26]. Therefore, the resolving power with which different 3D
arrangements of atoms in a column can be discriminated is fun-
damentally limited by the inherent presence of these statistical
fluctuations. By minimising the probability to make an error
as a function of the microscope parameters, the optimal exper-
iment design can be derived. Here, only the optimal inner and
outer collection angle of the annular STEM detector will be
computed since the scattering cross-section is robust to probe
parameters [19, 21]. It should be noted that the optimal detec-
tor collection angles do not necessarily correspond to the exper-
imental settings leading to the best image contrast. The optimal
detector settings will be used to investigate the possibilities and
limitations for extracting 3D information of heterogeneous ma-
terials when using the atomic lensing model.
This manuscript starts by validating the use of the atomic
lensing model and investigating under which experimental con-
ditions the model may be applied (section 2). By using the
principles of statistical detection theory, the possibilities and
limitations when characterising heterogeneous materials from
STEM images are discussed in section 3. Finally, conclusions
are drawn in section 4.
2. The atomic lensing model
In order to count the number of atoms in heterogeneous ma-
terials, a method is needed that can recognise the scattering
cross-section of any mixed atomic column. For a 20-atom-thick
binary alloy having all possible ratios between both elements,
there are already more than 2 million different 3D column con-
figurations. Image simulations can provide this information,
but the amount of computing time is tremendous. Therefore,
this section investigates two different models that can predict
the scattering cross-sections of mixed columns. First, in sec-
tion 2.1 a linear model neglecting electron channelling will be
presented. Next, the atomic lensing model will be introduced in
section 2.2, which is non-linear and takes dynamical diffraction
into account. In section 2.3, image simulations are used to val-
idate the atomic lensing model and investigate the applicability
of the model as a function of crystal thickness and detector set-
tings. Furthermore, the advantages of the atomic lensing model
as compared to the linear model neglecting channelling will be
highlighted.
2.1. The scattering cross-section for non-channelling condi-
tions
By using the multislice approach, the electron specimen
interaction is modelled by dividing a crystal into thin two-
dimensional slices along the propagation direction of the elec-
trons [27]. For calculating the electron wave function leaving
the specimen, the wave function gets alternately transmitted
through a slice and propagated to the next slice. In high angle
ADF (HAADF) STEM imaging, it may be assumed that mainly
thermal diffuse scattered (TDS) electrons will reach the annular
detector because of its high collection angles [28]. In the mul-
tislice formalism, these electrons can be modelled by including
the effect of thermally vibrating atoms. One option is to mimic
the thermal vibrations by simulating for different thermal con-
figurations of the specimen and averaging the resulting images.
A computationally less intensive approximation has been sug-
gested for STEM imaging by including an absorptive potential
that accounts for TDS [29, 30, 31, 32]. This approach is based
on the original derivation by Yoshioka [33], who added an ex-
tra energy term to the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation
in order to model the interaction energy between the electrons
and the specimen. In the multislice formalism with absorptive
potentials, the recorded intensity of the TDS electrons after a
slice of thickness dz is given by [30]:
ITDS (x0, z + dz) =
∫
|ψ (x − x0, z)|2 ×(
1 − exp
[
−2σvzTDS (x)
])
dx
(1)
where x = (x, y) is the two-dimensional coordinate vector,
ψ(x − x0, z) is the electron wave function at probe position
x0 = (x0, y0) and depth location z, σ is the interaction parame-
ter and vzTDS (x) is the projected potential between z and z + dz
which describes the TDS electrons hitting the STEM detector.
This potential is derived in Ishizuka et. al. [30]. If the crystal
is divided into N slices of thickness dz, the total recorded TDS
intensity is given by:
ItotTDS (x0) =
N∑
n=1
ITDS (x0, ndz) . (2)
When viewing a crystal along a major zone-axis orientation,
the atoms are aligned in columns along the propagation direc-
tion of the incident electrons. Since the widths of both an atom
potential and an aberration corrected electron probe are smaller
than the distance between these atomic columns, the atoms in
a column will only scatter electrons towards the STEM de-
tector when the electron probe is in the vicinity of a column.
Therefore, when scanning the electron probe over an atomic
column, contributions to the recorded image intensity mainly
results from this column [34]. Hence, the total HAADF STEM
image intensity can be described as the superposition of the im-
age intensities of the individual columns [17]. Since the scat-
tering cross-section is equal to the total image intensity that is
recorded when scanning the probe over an atomic column, one
needs to consider only the potential of the atoms in this partic-
ular column.
In the multislice approach, the crystal is commonly divided
into thin slices containing only atoms at one particular depth
location. In case of a single atomic column, every slice con-
tains the projected potential of one atom. By assuming that the
electron probe function does not change significantly within the
crystal [19], the resulting recorded TDS intensity per slice is:
ITDS (x0, ndz) =
∫
|ψ0 (x − x0)|2
(
1 − exp
[
−2σvnTDS (x)
])
dx
(3)
2
where ψ0 (x − x0) is the incident electron probe function and
vnTDS (x) is the projected TDS potential of the nth atom in the
column.
For determining the scattering cross-section, the pixel val-
ues are integrated over all different probe positions around the
column. In case of a single atomic column, the scattering cross-
section for the atom in the nth slice is given by:
Θat(n) =
∫ ∫
|ψ0 (x − x0)|2 ×(
1 − exp
[
−2σvnTDS (x)
])
dxdx0.
(4)
For quantitative comparisons between experimental images and
image simulations, the total number of detected electrons is nor-
malised relative to the number of incident electrons. As a result,
the integral over the different probe positions equals:∫
|ψ0(x − x0)|2dx =
∫
|ψ0(x − x0)|2dx0 = 1. (5)
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Figure 1: Predicted scattering cross-sections by the atomic lensing model for
different column configurations compared to image simulations and a linear
model neglecting channelling. (a) An eight-atom-thick column of Co atoms
containing 1 Pt atom at different depth locations. (b) A fcc Au-Ag crystal in
[110] zone-axis orientation, with Au and Ag atoms alternating. (c) A column
composed of Al, Ag, and Au in a random ordering. Image simulations are
performed under the multislice approximation with absorptive potentials, with
parameters as listed in Table 1. Reprinted figure with permission from K.H.W.
van den Bos, et. al., PRL 116 (2016), 246101. Copyright 2018 by the American
Physical Society.
The scattering cross-section for the atom in the nth slice is then
given by:
Θat(n) =
∫ (
1 − exp
[
−2σvnTDS (x)
])
dx. (6)
This final expression indicates that the electron probe func-
tion does not influence the scattering cross-section, explaining
the observed robustness to probe parameters such as defocus,
source coherence, convergence angle, and aberrations for well-
separated columns [19, 21]. In the derived expression, the scat-
tering cross-section of an atom is independent of its depth lo-
cation in the column. For example, the scattering cross-section
of the 1st and nth atom are equal in case of a pure, monotype,
atomic column. Therefore, this expression suggests that a lin-
ear model, which adds the scattering cross-sections of the indi-
vidual atoms, is suitable to predict the scattering cross-section
of a mixed column composed of different atom types. How-
ever, based on image simulations, it has been found that this
linear model, in which it is assumed that the probe wavefunc-
tion remains unchanged when it propagates through the crystal,
leads to inaccurate estimates of the scattering cross-sections of
mixed columns (see Fig. 1). Only for disordered crystals with
moving atoms or small sample mistilt, a linear model has been
found applicable [35, 36]. This demonstrates the need for a
non-linear model in which dynamical diffraction is taken into
account. This model will be derived in the next section [1].
2.2. Channelling effects on the scattering cross-section
In the previous section, an expression for the scattering cross-
section has been derived by assuming that the electron probe
does not change in the crystal. In reality, the electron probe
function is dynamically diffracted by the different atoms in the
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Figure 2: The atomic lensing model visualised. (a) The lensing effect in an
atomic column modelled as the superposition of individual atoms focussing
electrons on the column. (b) The normalisation of the first derivative of the
scattering cross-section with thickness by the scattering cross-section of a sin-
gle free-standing atom gives the lensing effect of a column of atoms on an
absolute scale. (c) Subtracting the lensing effect of different atomic columns
gives the lensing effect of the individual atoms. Reprinted figure with permis-
sion from K.H.W. van den Bos, et. al., PRL 116 (2016), 246101. Copyright
2018 by the American Physical Society.
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Figure 3: Validation of the assumptions made in the atomic lensing model. The additional increase in the scattering cross-section of the 2nd atom in a column
as compared to the scattering cross-section of a single free-standing atom as a function of (a) the defocus value of the electron probe and (b) the atom type of
the last (2nd) atom. (c) The additional increase in the scattering cross-section of the 3rd atom in a column as compared to the scattering cross-section of a single
free-standing atom. (d) Part of the additional increase caused by the 2nd atom, obtained by subtracting the additional increase caused by the lensing effect of the 1st
atom from the results in (c). Image simulations are performed under the multislice approximation with absorptive potentials, with parameters as listed in Table 1.
crystal and is not constant. To estimate scattering cross-sections
of mixed columns in a reliable manner, the atomic lensing
model has been proposed [1]. Here, non-linearities are taken
into account by considering dynamical diffraction. The start-
ing point is the channelling theory, which assumes that each
atom is a thin electrostatic lens that focusses the incident elec-
trons [37, 38]. The atomic lensing model, describes this lens-
ing effect as a superposition of individual atoms focussing the
incident electrons (see Fig. 2(a)). Here, it is assumed that the
lensing effects of these individual atoms alter the electron probe
function and cause a non-linear increase of the scattering cross-
sections with thickness. In this case, the lensing effect of an
atomic column as a whole is given by (illustrated in Fig. 2(b)):
Fcol (1→ n) = 1
Θcol,Z(n+1) (1)
dΘcol
dn
=
Θcol (n + 1) − Θcol (n)
Θcol,Z(n+1) (1)
(7)
where Fcol (1→ n) is the focussing effect of a column of n
atoms, with atoms located at the 1st to nth position, and Θcol (n)
is the scattering cross-section of a column of n atoms with
Θcol(0) = 0. The increase in scattering cross-section (numera-
tor) is normalised by Θcol,Z(n+1) (1), corresponding to the scatter-
ing cross-section of a single free-standing atom with an atomic
number equal to the (n + 1)th atom to obtain the lensing effect
of an atomic column. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the lensing effect
of an individual atom can then be determined from the super-
position principle:
LZ(n) =
dFcol
dn
= Fcol (1→ n) − Fcol (2→ n) (8)
where LZ(n) is the lensing effect of the 1st atom with atomic
number Z on the (n+1)th atom (equal to an atom’s lensing effect
over a distance of n atoms). Similar as in optics, the lensing
effect of an individual atom depends on the distance away from
this atom. Therefore, the lensing effect of the 1st atom on the
nth atom is equal to the lensing effect of the 2nd atom on the
(n + 1)th atom (when the atomic numbers are the same).
The model suggests that the lensing effect of an atom is in-
dependent of the surrounding atoms, enabling one to determine
these values from image simulations of pure columns. The lens-
ing effect of any mixed column, having in total N atoms, can be
determined by the superposition principle, allowing one to pre-
dict its scattering cross-section:
Θcol (N) = Θcol (N − 1) +
1 + N−1∑
n=1
LZ(n)(N − n)
 Θcol,Z(N)(1)
(9)
where Z(n) is the atomic number of the nth atom in a column.
Since it is assumed that the lensing effects of the individual
atoms, LZ(n)(N − n), alter the electron probe function, their con-
tributions are added to a constant electron probe function. For
predicting the scattering cross-section, this results in the addi-
tion of recorded intensities to the scattering cross-section of a
single free-standing atom. Note that in the linear model, intro-
duced in the previous section, LZ(n) = 0, resulting in an expres-
4
sion where the scattering cross-section of a column is computed
by adding the scattering cross-sections of free-standing atoms.
2.3. Predicting intensities of mixed columns
In the previous sections, a linear model and the atomic lens-
ing model have been introduced to predict scattering cross-
sections. While the linear model neglects channelling, the
atomic lensing model assumes that the lensing effect present
in the scattering cross-sections can be modelled as a superposi-
tion of individual atoms focussing the incident electrons. Both
models assume that probe parameters hardly affect the scatter-
ing cross-sections. In order to validate these assumptions and
to highlight the advantages of the atomic lensing model, image
simulations of different column configurations have been used.
Image simulations have been performed under the multislice
approximation with absorptive potentials, with parameters as
listed in Table 1. Debye-Waller factors have been obtained from
Ref. [39]. Mathematically, it has been shown in section 2.1
that the electron probe function does not influence the scattering
cross-sections when channelling is neglected. In order to verify
whether the lensing effect in scattering cross-sections is affected
by the electron probe function, the lensing effect of a Ag atom
on a second Ag atom is computed as a function of probe de-
focus (a 1st-order aberration) as is shown in Fig. 3(a). Since
the additional increase in the scattering cross-section caused by
the lensing effect of the first Ag atom is constant for different
defocus values, it seems that the electron probe function hardly
influences the lensing effect. This suggestion is substantiated
by the observed robustness of the scattering cross-section at dif-
ferent crystal thicknesses to probe parameters such as defocus,
source coherence and aberrations [19, 21].
In the atomic lensing model, the additional increase of the
scattering cross-section with thickness is normalised by the
scattering cross-section of a single free-standing atom. It is
therefore assumed that the lensing effect is independent of the
atom type of the last atom. In order to validate this assump-
tion, the additional increase in scattering cross-section as com-
pared to a single free-standing atom is calculated for 2-atom-
thick atomic columns using Eq. (8), where the atom type of the
second atom is varied (see Fig. 3(b)). This lensing effect as a
function of the atom type of the second atom is calculated for a
light (Al), heavier (Ag) and heavy (Au) atom. In all cases, the
additional increase in the scattering cross-section is almost con-
stant. Only for very light atoms changes are observed. These
changes may be attributed to computational errors in the image
simulations as the scattered signal of these light atoms is very
weak in the HAADF regime for which the atomic lensing model
is developed. Therefore, it can be concluded that the atom type
of the last atom does not influence the lensing effect of any of
the previous atoms.
For validating the assumption that the focussing effect of an
atomic column can be written as a superposition of individual
atoms focussing the incident electrons, image simulations of 3-
atom-thick columns have been performed where the atom type
of the 2nd atom is varied and the atom type of the 1st atom
is either Ag or Au. By using Eq. (7), the additional increase
in the scattering cross-section of the last Ag atom is calculated
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Figure 4: The atomic lensing model evaluated as a function of detector innner
angle. (a) The scattering cross-section of a 20-atom-thick column containing
Al, Ag, and Au atoms in a random ordering. (b) The error in the predicted
values by the atomic lensing model as compared to the simulated values. Image
simulations are performed under the multislice approximation with absorptive
potentials, with parameters as listed in Table 1. Only the detector inner angle is
changed, the outer angle is kept constant at 180 mrad.
(Fig. 3(c)). Furthermore, this equation is used to determine
the additional increase caused by the lensing effect of the 2nd
atom, as shown in Fig. 3(d). Here, the lensing effect of the 1st
Ag or Au atom is subtracted from the total lensing effect of the
columns. Since the results in Fig. 3(d) are overlapping, it can
be concluded that indeed the lensing effect present in these 3-
atom-thick atomic columns may be written as a superposition
of individual atoms focussing the incident electrons.
In reality, most atomic columns in nanomaterials contain
more than 3 atoms. Therefore, comparisons with image sim-
ulations of different column configurations were made in Ref.
[1], as shown in Fig. 1. The results indicated that the model
preserves the dependency on the column configuration (see Fig.
Table 1: Settings of the HAADF STEM multislice image simulations with ab-
sorptive potentials.
Parameter Value
Acceleration voltage 300 kV
Defocus −83 Å
Cs condenser 0.035 mm
Probe convergence semi-angle 21.8 mrad
ADF inner collection angle 90 mrad
ADF outer collection angle 180 mrad
5
1(a)) and is not restricted to a specific column ordering or max-
imum number of atom types, see Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). This is in
contrast to the linear model, which shows large deviations and
is therefore not suitable to predict the scattering cross-sections
of mixed columns. Up to a thickness of about 25 atoms (10
nm), there is an excellent match between the atomic lensing
model and the image simulations. Beyond this thickness still a
decent match is found, indicating that the underlying superpo-
sition model holds approximately. Here, deviations are most
likely caused by neighbouring atoms that may influence the
lensing effect of a specific atom, both in-plane as well as out-
off-plane. Therefore, most accurate predictions are expected in
the HAADF regime, where the signal is more incoherent and
atoms can affect the lensing effect of each other to a lesser ex-
tent. In order to determine the exact detector regime for which
the atomic lensing model is valid, the scattering cross-section
of a 20-atom-thick column containing Al, Ag, and Au atoms in
a random ordering is determined as a function of the detector
inner angle, as shown in Fig. 4. The results indicate that the
predicted values by the atomic lensing model are most accu-
rate for large inner angles, starting at approximately 50 mrad.
Since the probe convergence semi-angle is 21.8 mrad, this sug-
gest that the atomic lensing model is well suited to be used in
the HAADF regime, where the detector inner angle is approxi-
mately 2-3 times larger than the probe convergence semi-angle.
For smaller inner angles, the signal becomes more coherent and
small errors arise in the predicted values. These errors are only
a few percent, indicating that the atomic lensing model may
still give decent estimates in the ADF regimes where the detec-
tor inner angle is approximately 1-2 times larger than the probe
convergence semi-angle. It should, however, be noted that the
few percent error in this region is as large as the dependence
of the scattering cross-section on the 3D arrangement of atoms
shown in Fig. 1(a). Therefore, when using the atomic lensing
model, it is advised to use the HAADF regime when searching
for exact 3D information.
3. Possibilities to locate the depth position of a Au impurity
In order to evaluate the possibilities and limitations for atom-
counting and retrieving 3D information from single STEM im-
ages, the quantification of the depth location of a Au atom in
a Ag column will be investigated. Here, statistical detection
theory is used, which quantifies the probability to miscount the
number of atoms or to misidentify the 3D arrangement of atoms
in a column [20, 22, 23, 24]. In this theory, problems are formu-
lated as statistical hypothesis tests, where each hypothesis cor-
responds to a possible outcome; for example, two hypotheses
that correspond to two possible atomic numbers that an atom
may have. In STEM images, the pixel intensities may be con-
sidered as statistically independent electron counting results,
which are Poisson distributed. Since the sum of Poisson dis-
tributed variables is again Poisson distributed, the probability
function of the scattering cross-section can be calculated [20].
In case of two hypotheses, the probability of error can there-
fore be visualised as the overlapping area of two probability
functions as shown in Fig. 5. Note that when optimising an
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Figure 5: Calculation of the probability of error for a binary hypothesis test on
the scattering cross-section of a Pt and Au atom, corresponding to hypotheses
H0 and H1, respectively. Since one chooses the hypothesis with the largest
probability, the probability of error is given by the overlapping area. The prob-
ability functions, p (ω;Hi), are determined from multislice STEM image sim-
ulations with parameters as summarised in Table 1 and collection angles of the
STEM detector ranging from 60-300 mrad. P
(
Hi |H j
)
is the probability to de-
cide Hi when H j is true. The incident electron dose is 5 × 105 electrons per
Å2. ω is equal to the scattering cross-section multiplied by the incident electron
dose.
experiment, the overlap of the two probability functions should
be minimised. In this section, the probability of error will be
calculated based on De Backer et. al. [20].
Before evaluating the possibilities when analysing STEM
images of heterogeneous nanocrystals, optimal STEM detec-
tor settings are determined. Since the scattering cross-section
is robust to probe parameters, such as defocus, source coher-
ence, and lens aberrations [19, 21], no optimisation is done for
these parameters. For mixed columns, the number of hypothe-
ses can be gigantic because it is equal to the number of possible
3D orderings of atoms in a column. Therefore, optimal STEM
detector settings when quantifying the depth location of a Au
atom in a Ag column are derived from binary hypothesis tests
of 2 different scenarios, as shown in Fig. 6. Here, 20-atom-
thick Ag columns containing a Au atom close to the top and
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Figure 6: Probability of error as a function of inner and outer detector angle
to distinguish between 20-atom-thick Ag columns containing a Au atom at a
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detector angles correspond to a low probability of error. The incident electron
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Figure 7: The dependency of the scattering cross-sections on the depth location of a Au atom in a Ag column for a (a) 5-, (b) 10- and (c) 20-atom-thick column can
be used to extract 3D information from a single viewing direction. (d) By using multiple hypothesis tests, the probability of error for identifying the exact depth
location of the Au atom is computed as a function of the incident electron dose. Since a rough estimate on the depth location is sometimes sufficient, the reduction
in required electron dose is computed when using only the 3 selected depth locations shown in (a),(b) and (c). The intersection of the results with the grey line
indicates the minimally required electron dose needed to minimise the probability to misidentify a depth location to a maximum of 5%.
bottom are evaluated (see Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)). The results in-
dicate that the LAADF regime is most suitable to measure the
depth location. However, it can be seen that the suitable range
of detector angles in this region is much more narrow for locat-
ing a Au atom close the top then for locating one close to the
bottom. This can be explained by the coherent contributions to
the signal that are present in the regime, making it questionable
whether this regime is optimal for detecting each depth loca-
tion. For atom-counting, it is shown that the coherent LAADF
regime is no longer optimal when extending the analysis from
binary test scenarios to multiple hypotheses [20]. Other local
optima can be found in the HAADF regime, where also the
atomic lensing model predicts more accurate scattering cross-
sections. Here, the optimal collection angles are ranging from
either 60-300 and 90-300 mrad. As this second HAADF regime
is only seen in the comparison where Au atoms are located at
the bottom of the column, the most suitable STEM detector an-
gles seem to range from 60-300 mrad. Therefore, these angles
are used to investigate the possibility to find the depth location
of a single Au atom in a column of Ag atoms from a single
STEM image when knowing the thickness.
Ultimately, the dependence of the scattering cross-sections
on the 3D ordering of atoms in a column can be used to extract
3D information from a single viewing direction. In order to
investigate this possibility, scattering cross-sections have been
computed for a 5-, 10- and 20-atom-thick Ag column (about 2,
4 and 8 nm thickness) containing a single Au impurity. Here,
image simulations of a single pure Ag and Au atomic column
have been performed with parameters as summarised in Ta-
ble 1 and STEM detector angles ranging from 60-300 mrad,
the suggested settings found before. The atomic lensing model
has been used to determine the scattering cross-sections for the
mixed columns containing 1 Au atom at different depth loca-
tions (see Figs. 7(a) - 7(c)). Since each depth location corre-
sponds to one hypothesis, multiple hypothesis tests have been
used which quantify the overlap of multiple probability func-
tions as compared to the binary case shown in Fig. 5 [20]. In
this manner, the probability of error as a function of the incident
electron dose is determined for the 5-, 10- and 20-atom-thick
columns, shown in Fig. 7(d). Here, it is assumed that only the
depth location of the Au atom is unknown.
The results indicate that the probability to misidentify a depth
location increases with increasing column thickness. There-
fore, the electron dose required to identify each depth location
is larger for thicker columns. In order to reduce the probabil-
ity to misidentify a depth location to a maximum of 5%, the
minimally required electron doses are about 5 × 105, 3 × 107
and 4 × 1010 electrons per Å2 for the 5-, 10- and 20-atom-thick
columns, respectively. Especially, for the 20-atom-thick col-
umn, the required electron dose is too high to keep nanoparti-
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cles unharmed during an experiment. This can be explained by
the depth dependency of the scattering cross-section, shown in
Fig. 7(c). When moving the Au impurity from top to bottom,
the scattering cross-section first increases but levels off when
the Au atom becomes positioned in the centre of the column.
Since differences between the scattering cross-sections of the
different depth locations are extremely small, an unrealistically
large incident electron dose would be required to distinguish
between all these depth locations. For the thinner columns, this
effect is less pronounced, lowering the minimally required elec-
tron dose. Therefore, these results suggest that the exact depth
location of the Au impurity may only be found for beam-stable
thin nanocrystals, with a thickness of about 4 nm at maximum.
Reconstructing the exact 3D atom ordering for thicker columns
from scattering cross-sections will be challenging when using a
single image only.
Because of the low prospects for identifying the exact depth
location, a second scenario is investigated where only a rough
estimate on the depth location of the Au atom is given. Here,
3 different depth locations (top, centre and bottom) are chosen
for each column thickness, shown in Figs. 7(a) - 7(c). In this
manner, it is investigated whether the Au impurity is located
close to the surface. The results in Fig. 7(d) indicate that for
this problem a lower incident electron dose is required as com-
pared to the problem where the exact depth location needs to be
measured. For identifying the selected locations with a proba-
bility of error of at maximum 5%, the required electron dosed
are about 1 × 105, 3 × 107 and 5 × 107 electrons per Å2 for
the 5-, 10- and 20-atom-thick columns, respectively. Especially
for the 10- and 20-atom-thick column, the reduction in required
electron dose is large. The results of the 20-atom-thick column
shows a stepwise profile. This can be explained by the levelling
off of the scattering cross-section with the depth location of the
Au impurity, causing that 2 of the 3 selected locations have al-
most identical scattering cross-sections. Since the probability
of error for this 20-atom-thick column first drops at an incident
electron dose of about 105 electrons per Å2, it indicates that at
this dose a single Au atom located close to the top-surface can
successfully be identified. Therefore, these results suggest that
3D information can be extracted from a single HAADF STEM
image of a thin nanocrystal.
4. Conclusions
In this manuscript, the validity and applicability of the atomic
lensing model to predict scattering cross-sections of mixed
columns has been investigated as a function of crystal thick-
ness and STEM detector settings. This model facilitates atom-
counting in heterogeneous nanocrystals as it allows one to iden-
tify the scattering cross-section of mixed columns having differ-
ent 3D arrangements of atoms. The model takes non-linearities
present in scattering cross-sections into account by describing
dynamical diffraction as a superposition of individual atoms fo-
cussing the incident electrons. By using image simulations this
assumption is validated and it is demonstrated that the lensing
effect of an atom is independent of defocus. Furthermore, it
is shown that up to a thickness of about 25 atoms (10 nm)
the atomic lensing can reliably estimate the scattering cross-
sections. Beyond this thickness the model can still decently
predict values, in contrast to a linear model neglecting dynami-
cal diffraction. Most reliable estimates are found in the HAADF
regime, where the detector inner angle is approximately 2-3
times larger than the probe convergence semi-angle. For the
smaller inner angles the errors are only a few percent, indicat-
ing that the atomic lensing model also gives decent estimates in
the LAADF and MAADF regime.
Next, the possibilities and limitations for retrieving 3D struc-
tural information of heterogeneous nanomaterials have been in-
vestigated by using the principles of statistical detection theory.
The results indicate that 3D information on the arrangement of
atoms can be extracted from single HAADF STEM images.
However, the exact 3D atomic ordering can only be retrieved
from a single image for beam-stable thin nanocrystals, with a
known thickness of about 4 nm at maximum.
In the near future, the prospects may be exceeded as new
direct electron detectors have become available which can
recorded the full diffraction pattern per probe position [40, 41,
42]. In this manner, it becomes possible to simultaneously
record multiple STEM images with different detector settings.
Combining different STEM images will enable one to extract
more information from the same scan, which lowers the re-
quired electron dose and most likely makes quantitative STEM
also accessible for beam-sensitive heterogeneous nanomateri-
als. In this future scenario, the atomic lensing model will be
of even greater importance as these quantitative evaluations re-
quire image simulations for each detector setting.
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